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Abstract

We consider the problem of video caching in an edge network consisting of a set of small-cell base stations

(SBS) that can share content among themselves over a high-capacity short-delay local network, or fetch the

videos from a remote server over a long-delay connection. Even though the problem of minimizing the overall

video playout delay in our framework is NP-hard, we develop CLoSER, an algorithm that can efficiently

compute a solution that is close to the optimal, where the degree of sub-optimality depends on the worst case

video-to-cache size ratio. In comparison with related prior work on video caching and streaming, CLoSER

specifically focuses on the benefits of local sharing of the initial portion of the video content in reducing the

video playout delay, and provides strong optimality guarantees with a low-complexity algorithm. We extend

CLoSER to an online setting where the video popularities are not known a priori but are estimated over time

through a limited amount of periodic information sharing between SBSs. With such online video popularity

estimation, a distributed implementation of CLoSER requires zero explicit coordination between the SBSs

and runs in O(NK +K logK) time, where N is the number of SBSs (caches) and K the maximum number

of videos. We carry out simulations using YouTube and Netflix video request traces, as well as synthesized

traces with the same marginal distributions as the traces but varying degree of temporal correlations, and

demonstrate that our algorithm uses the SBS caches effectively to reduce the video delivery delay and

conserve the remote server’s bandwidth. We also show that it outperforms two other reference caching

methods adapted to our system setting, over a wide range of remote-to-local bandwidth ratios. Further, we

show how CLoSER extends to the scenario where each video may need to be cached in multiple bit-rates,

as in Available Bit Rate (ABR) streaming.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the Internet has witnessed tremendous growth in video traffic, as well as in the number

and variety of video streaming applications [1]. Applications such as YouTube, Netflix, Amazon Prime

Video, Hulu, and Sling TV are contributing to a large part of our daily Internet bandwidth consumption.

Live video streaming and video-on-demand (VoD) services are growing, sharing of video news and messages

through social networking applications like Facebook and WhatsApp is increasing steadily, and news readers

are increasingly utilizing video feeds for their daily news. The growth in video traffic in recent years has

also been accompanied by significant changes in video access patterns. Firstly, video quality and bit rate

are steadily increasing, with the growing availability of Ultra High Definition (UHD) or 4K video streams

that occupy more than double the HD video bit rate. Secondly, the difference between ‘live’ and ‘stored’

video is blurring, as more users expect VoD capability for TV shows and news feeds. Nevertheless, the

access patterns of such content are often highly correlated temporally, i.e., close to each other in time, after

being posted online. Finally, there is considerable growth in video viewing over wireless, over both WiFi and

cellular technologies. Increasing deployment of super-fast access technologies such as 802.11ac/802.11ax and

5G is accelerating this growth. There is also increased video viewing on mobile devices such as smartphones

and tablets, which are expected to contribute to about 50% of the Internet traffic in a few years [1].

These trends motivate the importance of caching videos close to users to reduce access delay and net-

work/server congestion. Increasing deployment of 5G small-cell systems is expected over the next decade,

making Small-cell Base Stations (SBS) natural candidates for hosting such caches. The range (coverage

area) of these SBSs, and the cache sizes that can be included in them, are expected to be small. At the

same time, in many of the deployment scenarios (airports, malls, office buildings, campuses, etc.), such SBSs

may be deployed in large numbers and be connected with each other over a fast local area network such as

high-speed Ethernet or fiber-optic ring. This motivates pooling resources of multiple such SBSs and using

them to collaboratively cache videos for access by users in the entire coverage area.

In this paper, we consider the problem of video caching in a wireless edge network comprising of multiple

small-cell base stations that are connected to each other over a high-capacity low-delay local area network.

The SBSs host small video caches and can share videos with each other over the local network, or they can

fetch videos from a remote server over a long-delay Internet path. We specifically focus on the question of

minimizing the playout delay, which is becoming increasingly important as that typical video lengths and

watch times continue to decrease steadily [2, 3]. For example, as of July 2022, videos that are under 1

minute or less made up 57% of YouTube views, compared to just 11% two years ago [2]. This is driven by

reduced user attention spans, more video browsing due to the deluge of user-created video content becoming

available, and aggressive video-based marketing on YouTube and other online social platforms like Tiktok and

Instagram [4]. Increased video bit-rates (in UHD standards like 4K and 8K, which grew between 2017 and
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2022 at an cumulative annual growth rate (CAGR) of about 30% [5]) implies that the time to download the

videos (or even an initial few secs of it) can be substantial, emphasizing the importance of local caching. For

longer video-streams like movies, where the overall streaming experience may be impacted more significantly

by other Quality of Experience (QoE) metrics [6], reducing the playout delay by caching the initial part of

the video can still make the user experience smoother.

In this setup, the problem of minimizing the overall video playout delay is NP-hard due to packing-type

integrality constraints; even if the integrality constraints are relaxed, the problem is a concave minimization

problem which is difficult to solve in general. Despite these challenges, we utilize the specific structure of our

problem to develop an efficient algorithm, CLoSER, that computes a close-to-optimal solution, where the

degree of sub-optimality depends on the worst case video-to-cache size ratio. We also extend this algorithm

to a dynamic setting where the video popularities are not known a priori but are estimated over time.

With such online video popularity estimation, a distributed implementation of CLoSER does not require any

explicit coordination between the SBSs, as long as an ordering (tie-breaking) rule between the caches and the

videos is pre-determined, and information on the video requests from users is periodically shared between

the SBSs. This distributed implementation of CLoSER runs in O(NK + K logK) time, where N is the

number of SBSs (caches) and K is the maximum number of videos.

We show via numerical experiments on a small number of caches that our algorithm approaches the opti-

mal (integral) caching solution when the cache size is large relative to the individual video sizes. Simulations

conducted on real video access traces (YouTube as well as Netflix video requests) demonstrate the perfor-

mance trade-offs between the video playout delay and the local/remote bandwidth used, and examine the

impact of popularity estimation parameters and re-optimization intervals on the overall caching performance

of the system. Exploiting the temporal correlation in video access patterns across the caches, our algorithm

is able to effectively use video sharing across the SBS cache pool to reduce the video playout delay and

congestion at the remote server. We also carry out simulations on synthesized traces with the same marginal

distributions as the real traces but varying degree of temporal correlations, and demonstrate the impact of

temporal correlations on the performance of CLoSER. We further show that CLoSER outperforms two other

reference caching methods (adapted to our system setting) over a wide range of remote-to-local bandwidth

ratios. Finally, we extend and evaluate CLoSER in the scenario where each video may need to be cached in

multiple bit-rates, as in Available Bit Rate (ABR) streaming, and compare with the non-ABR case.

2. Comparison with Related Work

The literature on caching in content-centric networks, and even on caching in wireless edge networks, is

quite voluminous. While much of the early work on content caching at the wireless edge focuses on optimizing

content in a single cache, we will specifically focus on multi-cell collaborative caching strategies, as they are
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most closely related to our work. For broader surveys of video caching and streaming methods proposed in

the literature, see [7, 8].

A number of cooperative caching strategies for cellular networks have been proposed using primarily

optimization approaches, considering different objective functions such as overall delay, cost and revenue,

together with cache capacity constraints. In [9], the authors maximize a total reward objective for a service

provider in a collaborative manner for both coded and uncoded data. In a follow-up study, joint caching,

routing, and channel selection is investigated using large-scale column generation optimization [10]. In

[11], the aggregated storage and download cost for caching is minimized for both limited and unlimited

caching spaces. In [12], the authors utilize Bayesian Learning and recommender systems to predict and

utilize personalized preferences in caching. In [13], the authors consider time-scale differences between video

caching and retrieval, and propose a two-phase approach to minimize content access delay, even though

the solution requires solving a binary integer linear program (ILP). The work in [14] presents a solution

to the joint caching and routing in multi-cell multi-access edge networks, specifically for VR videos that

are coded in ‘tiles’. In [15], the authors propose a two-stage optimization approach for robust caching,

and radio and computational resource allocation across multiple cells. In [16], caching is considered jointly

with transmission and interference management strategies in the edge, with the video files being encoded

into segments. An auction based approach to video caching in a multi-tier system consisting of small-cells, a

mobile network operator, and multiple video service providers is presented in [17]. In [18], the content caching

problem at the 5G edge is posed and analyzed as a Stackelberg game between the multiple mobile network

operators and content providers. In [19], the authors consider QoE aware video content caching across a set

of edge servers, and propose an approximation algorithm for minimizing the overall system cost posed as an

integer linear program. The authors in [20] pose the content caching problem across multiple wireless edge

caching stations in a stochastic optimization framework, and propose a Lyapunov drift based push-and-pop

strategy towards minimizing long-term content downloading time. Mobility and contact duration aware

content placement in cellular edge networks is considered in [21], for which greedy and genetic algorithm

based heuristic methods are proposed and evaluated. The impact of caching and scheduling decisions on

quality of experience in many of these methods can be characterized using analytical approaches [22, 23].

Our work differs from prior models and results in this context in the following key aspects. Firstly, unlike

the existing literature (including the prior papers mentioned above), we assume sharing of video content

between the SBSs. More specifically, this amounts to storing (without duplication) some of the frequently

accessed video content in a group of small local caches (hosted at the SBSs), which share the content

between themselves over a high-capacity short-delay local network. Our analysis shows that this sharing is

most effective when done for videos that are “moderately popular”, i.e., their popularity lies in between the

most popular videos (which must be cached at all SBSs) and unpopular videos (which may not be cached at
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all). For large video files, this sharing may be limited to the initial few seconds or minutes of the video – but

may have a significant impact in reducing the playout delay, as will be demonstrated through our evaluation

studies. In a recent work [24], the problem of optimal content placement with local content sharing between

caches has been considered in a different context, namely between cooperative Internet Service Providers

(ISPs). Moreover, while [24] explores the benefits of cooperation on the aggregate ISP utility subject to

fairness and reciprocity constraints, our goal is to design efficient content placement algorithms under local

sharing, focusing specifically on the video playout delay.

Secondly, our focus is on developing decentralized solutions that guarantee optimality and yet can be

implemented with very low message complexity. In contrast, many of the prior studies develop complex

solutions that may require a centralized coordinator (such as a macro base station or a cloud computation

facility), or develop heuristic distributed solutions that do not provide any optimality guarantees.

Our problem is also loosely related to that of device-to-device (D2D) or peer-to-peer (P2P) content

caching and delivery in wireless edge networks [25, 26, 27, 28]. However, some of the key performance

considerations of content sharing between devices, such a energy efficiency and incentive design – are quite

different from playout delay, the key concern in video streaming applications. Due to the large data volume of

emerging video content, the practicality of video caching and sharing across energy-constrained edge devices

remains questionable. Moreover, the problem formulation we consider in this work is quite different from

those that have been considered in other analytical studies of D2D content sharing, such as [27].

As observed in numerous prior papers (see [29], for example), caching of content (including video) can

be formalized as a weighted knapsack type problem [30], which is typically NP-hard due to the arbitrary

sizes of the content items. The complexity of the knapsack packing constraint goes away when the item sizes

are much smaller than the size of the sack (cache), a reasonable assumption in caching, particularly since

large videos are broken into smaller units, such as temporal segments (chunks) for ABR streaming [31, 32]

or spatio-temporal tiles for 360◦ video streaming [33, 34] over DASH [35]. When considering content sharing

among local caches, however, there is an additional level of complexity involved: the caching problem in that

case represents a concave minimization [36] problem, which must be solved in a decentralized manner with

low coordination complexity. This is a unique technical aspect of our model in which it differs from existing

work on video caching.

In recent years, there has been a surge in the use of learning techniques for content caching [37, 38, 12,

39, 40]. In our work, we follow the more traditional approach of separating the popularity estimation and

caching optimization steps. While our caching optimization step requires sophisticated analysis, for video

popularity estimation we use a very simple form of learning based on exponentially weighted averaging of

historical request data, which we found to be quite effective. This simplicity in the popularity estimation

process is also motivated by recent observations [41, 42] that simple linear popularity prediction models tend
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to work well for content caching when using historical data.

3. Model and Formulation

We consider an edge network comprised of a set of N SBSs, indexed as i = 1, · · · , N . There is a set

of K videos, indexed as k = 1, · · · ,K, which may be downloaded from one or more remote servers. SBS

i is associated with cache space Ci, which it uses to selectively cache some of the videos. The SBSs are

connected to a high-speed local network over which they can exchange videos with each other. Each end-

user is assumed to be associated with one of the SBSs at any given time, although that association may

change over time due to user mobility. If the requested video is available at the SBS (cache) that the user is

associated with, the video is served to the user with minimal playout delay.2 Otherwise, the video is either

obtained from one of the other SBSs in the local network, or is downloaded from the remote server(s) if it

is not available in the local caches. If the video is present in one of the other local SBS caches, we assume

an average playout delay of d; otherwise (i.e., if the video is to be fetched from the remote server(s)), the

average playout delay is D > d.3 In the rest of this paper, the term ‘delay’ refers to video playout delay,

unless mentioned otherwise. Our system model is illustrated in Figure 1.

Let the size and popularity of video k be represented by sk and πk, respectively. The size sk represents

the size of the video, or part of it, that will need to be cached. For short videos, it may represent the entire

video. For long videos, it may correspond to the initial few seconds to minutes of the video that is needed for

reducing the playout delay (latency); the rest of the video maybe streamed directly from the remote server.

If the video is broken up into smaller units (such as tiles in VR applications), then the size sk and popularity

πk would need to be associated with each such unit in which the video needs to be cached.

Note that the video popularity is considered independent of the SBS (cache) k. Since users will typically

be mobile across the coverage area of the SBSs, we reasonably assume that the same popularity vector (which

represents the access rates of the videos across the entire population of served users) would apply to all SBSs.

Given π = (πk, k = 1, · · · ,K), and letting xi,k be a binary variable indicating if video k is cached at SBS

i, our goal is to minimize the overall video playout delay, expressed as
∑

k πk

[∑
i

(
(maxi′ xi′,k − xi,k) d +

(1−maxi′ xi′,k)D
)]

.

Note that (maxi′ xi′,k − xi,k) equals 1 only when video k is cached locally (in one of the SBS caches) but

not at cache i, and zero otherwise. Therefore, the term (maxi′ xi′,k − xi,k) d represents the additional video

delay incurred if requested video k is not cached at SBS i but has to be fetched from one of the other SBSs. On

2For ease of exposition, we take this delay to be zero. There is no loss of generality here, as assuming that this delay on an
average is a positive number δ does not affect our algorithm or its underlying analysis.

3Note that we consider the video playout delay and not the video delivery delay, and therefore this delay is assumed
independent of the video size. The video playout delay, one of the most important factors affecting QoE, is primarily a function
of the quality of the connection (path) (such as bandwidth, round trip time) over which the video is delivered.
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Figure 1: Illustration of our System Model.

the other hand, the term (1−maxi′ xi′,k) is 1 only if video k is not cached locally at all (and therefore must

be fetched from a remote server incurring an additional average delay cost of D), and zero otherwise. Since

the above objective is equivalent to maximizing
∑

k πk

[
d
∑

i xi,k + (D − d)
∑

i maxi′ xi′,k

]
, we define our

Mininum Playout-delay Edge Caching (MPEC) question as the following constrained maximization problem:

maximize
∑
k

πk

[
d
∑
i

xi,k + (D − d)
∑
i

max
i′

xi′,k

]
, (1)

subject to
∑

k xi,ksk ≤ Ci, ∀i, (2)

xi,k ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i,∀k. (3)

Next we mention a few points about the structure and complexity of the MPEC problem formulated in

(1)-(3), towards motivating the solution approach that we will present in the next section. The complexity of

the problem comes from two aspects: (a) the non-linearity (non-convexity) of the objective function (1); and

(b) the integrality (binary nature) of the optimization variables in (3). The constraints (2)-(3) represents

integral “packing type” constraints which make the problem NP-hard. For a single SBS, the problem reduces

to the 0-1 knapsack problem [30]. While the binary knapsack problem is NP-hard, is can be solved in pseudo-

polynomial time using dynamic programming; several heuristic approaches are also known to work well in

practice. However, most of these approaches are not easily amenable to distributed implementation with
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low coordination and message exchange complexity, which is highly desirable in our setting.

Towards addressing (a), we note that since D > d, when the integrality constraints (3) are relaxed,

the MPEC problem posed in (1)-(3) represents a concave minimization problem over a polyhedral set [36].

While such problems are NP-hard in general, the max terms in the objective function can be replaced by a

set of linear terms and additional linear constraints. However, this not only results in additional variables

and constraints, it does not help towards developing distributed solutions with low coordination message

complexity.

In our algorithm that we describe next (in Section 4), both (a) and (b) are addressed, and the resulting

solution closely approximates the optimal integral solution of the problem, when the SBS cache capacities are

sufficiently large compared to the individual video sizes (or units in which the videos are cached).4 Further,

the algorithm can be implemented is a distributed manner with no explicit coordination between the SBSs,

as long as a tie-breaking rule is agreed upon in advance, and information about video requests from users

are periodically shared between SBSs to enable estimation of the popularity vector π.

4. Algorithm and Analysis

At a high level, the algorithm we develop – CLoSER: Edge Caching with Local Sharing attempts to use

sharing of videos across the local caches at SBSs towards reducing the average playout delay, as quantified in

(1). If a popular video cannot be found at an SBS, it is accessed at one of the other SBSs (if available) before

requesting it directly from the remote server. This not only reduces the playout delay but also reduces the

backhaul bandwidth and congestion at the remote video servers (see Figure 1) at the cost of more bandwidth

use in the local (higher-capacity) network.

The basic idea behind CLoSER is simple. The “highly popular” videos are cached in every SBS, while

the “unpopular” videos are not cached locally. The videos that are “moderately popular” are cached at only

one or more (but perhaps not all) of the SBSs in the local network, and that determination is based on the

video popularity and size, the sizes of the SBS caches, and the average local and remote delays. This results

in an algorithm with two to three stages (phases), as we describe next.

Towards developing intuition behind the algorithm and its optimality analysis, we first present the for the

special case of unit size videos, with the cache sizes (possibly different across caches) being integral multiples

of this unit video size. This special case admits a simpler algorithm that can be described and illustrated

easily, as well as a simpler optimality proof that still captures the core essence of the argument. We then

4If video sizes are large (like HD/UHD-quality movies), caches may store the beginning few seconds (minutes) of each video,
seeking to reduce the initial playout delay, while the rest of the video is streamed directly from the server to the user. In other
cases where the video size is large, such as in 360-degree videos, the video can be cached in units of small-size tiles or collection
of tiles in the most popular view [43]. Therefore, our assumption on the ratio of the video caching unit to the cache size being
small generally holds true.
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Figure 2: Illustration of CLoSER for unit video sizes.

extend this algorithm to the general case of arbitrary video sizes (in addition to cache sizes being arbitrary),

and prove that it is optimal in an approximate (asymptotic) sense.

4.1. CLoSER for Unit Video Sizes

In this special case, sk = 1 ∀k; also, Ci = mi for some positive integer mi, ∀i. This implies that there

is no loss due to fragmentation of the videos while caching. The formulation of MPEC remains the same as

that in (1)-(3) except that (2) is reduces to
∑

k∈K xi,k ≤ Ci, ∀i.

Without loss of generality, assume that the videos are indexed in a non-increasing order of their popularity

values (ties broken arbitrarily), i.e., πk ≥ πk′ when k < k′. Let the number of cached copies of video k during

the run of the algorithm be denoted by nk. The algorithm works in two phases, as described next.

Algorithm 1: CLoSER: Unit Video Sizes (Input: d,D, π)

Phase I (Greedy Filling):

for each SBS (cache) i do
Fill up cache i with videos 1, 2, · · · ,mi.

for each video k do
nk = {i|k ≤ mi} // number of cached copies of k.

Set S>1 = {k|nk > 1}, S1 = {k|nk = 1}, S0 = {k|nk = 0}.
Phase II (Compare and Replace):
Let k1 = last index in S>1; k2 = first index in S0.
while (S>1 and S0 are both non-empty) && (

πk2

πk1
> d

ND−(N−1)d) do

Replace any one copy of video k1 with k2, and set nk1
= nk1

− 1 and nk2
= 1.

Set S0 = S0 − {k2}, S1 = S1 + {k2}, and k2 = k2 + 1.
if (nk1

== 1) then
Set S>1 = S>1 − {k1};S1 = S1 + {k1}, and k1 = k1 − 1.

Phase I (Greedy Filling): In this phase, each cache is filled up greedily and independently with videos

in the order 1, 2, 3, · · · (non-increasing order of popularity) up to the cache size limit. For the case of unit

video sizes, this simply means that cache i caches up to video with index Ci = mi. Note that at the end of

this phase, the highly popular videos may be cached in multiple (possibly all) caches, whereas videos with

low popularity may not be cached at all. In general, a video k is cached in any cache i such that k ≤ mi. Let
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S>1, S1, and S0 respectively denote the sets of videos that have been cached in multiple caches, in a single

cache, or not cached at all. The greedy filling step is illustrated in Figure 2(a).

Phase II (Compare and Replace): In the second phase, the nk values (and accordingly, the S>1, S1,

and S0 sets) are altered as some of the videos from the set S0 are cached in one of the caches (and therefore

move to set S1) replacing videos that are present in more than one cache. This replacement happens if two

videos k1 ∈ S>1 and k2 ∈ S0 satisfy a “popularity ratio test”: πk2
/πk1

> d/(ND − (N − 1)d). Thus, in this

phase, the nk values of the videos in S>1 may reduce, and the set S>1 may shrink as well, as some of the

videos in S>1 may just have one copy left and therefore move to the set S1. Further, no video in S0 or S1 is

cached multiple times in this phase, so no video is added to S>1. The set S0 may shrink as well, as some of

its videos may be cached (in a single cache at most) and therefore move to S1. The set S1 can only expand,

due to videos from both S>1 and S0 possibly moving to this set. See the illustration in Figure 2(b). The

popularity ratio test is conducted by picking k1 to be the video with the largest index in S>1 and k2 as the

video with the smallest index in S0; therefore the replacement step can be viewed as the boundary between

S1 and S0 moving right by one step; and the boundary between S>1 and S1 staying the same, or moving

left by one step. The algorithm is described in Algorithm 1. Note that this compare and replace phase stops

(and the algorithm ends) when the k1, k2 thus picked fails the ratio test, or either S>1 or S0 becomes empty

(i.e., k1 becomes 0 or k2 becomes N + 1).

The algorithm requires initial sorting of the videos according to their πk values, which takes O(K logK)

time. Once the videos are sorted, Phase I takes O(k) per SBS, or O(NK) in total. Before Phase II,

constituting the sets S>1, S1, S0 takes O(NK) time. Phase II involves O(K) compare and replace steps.

Therefore, the overall time complexity of CLoSER for unit size videos is O(NK +K logK).

Our optimality claim for unit video sizes is stated in Theorem 1 (proof in Appendix).

Theorem 1. If sk = 1 for all videos k, and all cache sizes Ci are integral, then Algorithm 1 computes an

optimal solution of MPEC as posed in (1)-(3).

4.2. CLoSER for Arbitrary Video Sizes

For arbitrary video sizes, CLoSER (Edge Caching with Local Sharing) works along similar lines as

Algorithm 1, but with the following differences. First, in both Phase I (Greedy Filling) and Phase II

(Compare and Replace), we ignore the integrality constraints, and allow videos to be filled or replaced

fractionally if needed, so that no cache space is wasted. Second, popularity values πk are replaced by

popularity density values wk = πk/sk, and the video indices are sorted in an non-increasing order of the

wk values, i.e., wk ≥ wk′ when k < k′. Last, there is a final Rounding phase (Phase III) of the algorithm

where the space allocated to videos in S1 are reallocated to the same videos, but in a way that satisfies the

integrality constraints. At the same time, any fractional videos included in S>1 are dropped. Therefore, the
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rounding step ensures that the final solution contains only full videos. Further details on the three phases

of the algorithm is provided next, and the CLoSER algorithm for this general case is fully described in

Algorithm 2.

Phase I (Greedy Filling (fractional)): Note that in this phase, cache i stores up to video mi, where mi

satisfies
∑mi−1

k=1 sk < Ci and
∑mi

k=1 sk ≥ Ci. Thus videos 1, · · · ,mi − 1 are fully included, but only a part of

video mi may be included to fill up the cache space.

Phase II (Compare and Replace (fractional)): In this phase, we replace nk by yk, the aggregate size

(including fractional) of video k as cached across all SBSs. Thus, if video k is cached fully in only one

cache, yk = sk. The sets S>1, S1, and S0 are defined accordingly, as shown in Algorithm 2. In Phase II,

“extra” copies of video k1 ∈ S>1 are replaced by video k2 ∈ S0 (even though this replacement may only be

fractional), if the popularity density values of videos k1, k2 satisfy a ratio test, as described in the algorithm.

Phase III (Rounding): The rounding phase collects all the space allocated to videos in S1 across the

different caches, and reallocates those videos in that space sequentially. Note that Phase II may have split

the single copy of a video k (belonging to S1) across multiple caches, and the rounding step collects all

that and uses it to place video k in a single cache. At any point the next cache among those that have

available space (given by the set R) is chosen. If this cache (say i) does not have enough remaining space to

accommodate the video (say κ), i.e., ci < sκ, then video κ is dropped. This ensures only full size videos in

S1 remain in the final solution. Any fractional videos included in S>1 and S0 are also dropped. Therefore,

the rounding phase ensures that the integrality constraints (3) are satisfied by the final solution.

The complexity of Phases I and II in Algorithm 2 is similar to those of Algorithm 1. The Rounding phase

takes an additional O(N +K) time. Therefore, the overall time complexity of CLoSER remains the same

as that in the special case, i.e., O(NK +K logK).

Our optimality claim for the general case (arbitrary video and cache sizes) is stated in Theorem 2 (proof

in Appendix).

Theorem 2. Let ϵ = maxk sk
mini Ci

. Then Algorithm 2 computes a feasible solution to MPEC as posed in (1)-(3),

with an objective function value no less than (1−O(ϵ)) of the optimum.

From Theorem 2, we note that the approximation factor (1−O(ϵ)), which approaches 1 when the cache

sizes are sufficiently large compared to the individual video sizes (or the units in which the videos are cached),

which is a reasonable assumption in practice.

4.3. Distributed and Online Implementation

Algorithm 2 can be easily implemented in a distributed manner provided the SBSs (caches) agree upon:

(i) The video popularity vector π, and how ties are broken when sorting the videos according to their

popularity values; (ii) An ordering (tie-breaking rule) between the caches. The video popularity vector will
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Algorithm 2: CLoSER: Arbitrary Video Sizes (Input: d,D, π, s)

Define wk = πk/sk ∀k, and reorder video indices k in non-increasing order of wk values.
Phase I (Greedy Filling (fractional)):

for each SBS (cache) i do
Fill up cache i with videos 1, 2, · · · ,mi − 1 (full), and mi (possibly fractional).

for each video k do
yk = aggregate size of all cached copies of k (including fractional).

Set S>1 = {k|yk > sk}, S1 = {k|yk = sk}, S0 = {k|yk < sk}.
Phase II (Compare and Replace (fractional)):
Let k1 = last index in S>1; k2 = first index in S0.
while (S>1 and S0 are both non-empty) && (

wk2

wk1
> d

ND−(N−1)d) do

Replace an amount r of video k1 (from any cache(s) containing k1) with k2, where
r = min{yk1 − sk1 , sk2 − yk2}. Set yk1 = yk1 − r and yk2 = yk2 + r.

if (yk1 == sk1) then
Set S>1 = S>1 − {k1};S1 = S1 + {k1}, and k1 = k1 − 1.

if (yk2 == sk2) then
Set S0 = S0 − {k2};S1 = S1 + {k2}, and k2 = k2 + 1.

Phase III (Rounding):
Remove any fractional videos from S>1 and S0.
Let ci = the amount of space allocated to videos in S1 in cache i after Phase II. Set R = {i|ci > 0}.
Let κ1 (κ2) be the first (last) video in S1.
while (κ1 ≤ κ2) do

Pick the first cache i in R.
if (ci > sκ1

) then
Cache video κ1 in i, and set ci = ci − sκ1

.
else

R = R− {i}.
κ1 = κ1 + 1.
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typically be estimated based on the user video requests at different caches. If the request data is periodically

shared between caches, this estimation can be done independently at each cache. Any ties in the πk values

can be broken according to some predetermined rule, such as video id. The caches can be indexed simply in

the decreasing order of their cache sizes, with ties broken according to any pre-determined manner.

Note that Phase I (Greedy Filling) is a fully decentralized process (requiring no coordination) which

caches can carry out fully independently of each other. Phases II and III may appear centralized as they

consider the set of all caches at the same time; however, under the conditions (i) and (ii) specified above, the

caches can carry out the computations in Phases II and III without any coordination with each other. Each

cache will calculate the same overall solution from Phases II and III, but will only cache the videos that it

itself is supposed to cache. In other words, to implement Algorithm 2 no explicit coordination or messaging

is required between caches. Further, after the completion of the algorithm, each cache will also automatically

know which videos are being cached in the other caches. This helps in requesting videos from those caches,

as needed in a practical (online) implementation of the algorithm, as we describe next. Note that since Phase

I can be run in parallel across the different caches, the time complexity is reduced from O(NK) to O(K).

However, the overall time complexity of the distributed implementation of CLoSER remains the same as the

centralized one, which is O(NK +K logK).

In practice, the video population would not be fixed, and the relative popularities of the videos will also

evolve over time. To adapt our algorithm to such scenarios, we can re-estimate the video popularity values

periodically, and re-optimize the caching solution accordingly. In our performance evaluation as described in

Section 5, we re-estimate and popularity vector π periodically, by counting the number of videos requested by

users in the local network (across all SBSs) over a time window W ending at the current time. This requires

the SBSs (caches) to share with each other the list of videos requested, but no other information exchange

or coordination is required. Each cache then applies Exponential Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) to

calculate the the popularity values to be used in the caching re-optimization. More specifically, the popularity

of video k at the beginning of the tth window, πt
k, is calculated as

πt
k = (1− α)πt−1

k + α
nt−1
k

W
, (4)

where nt
k represents the number of video requests during the (t − 1)th window (across all SBSs), and α,

where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 is an appropriately chosen weighting parameter.

Note that CLoSER needs to be re-run (and a new optimal solution needs to be re-computed) at the end

of each window, assuming that the popularity vector π has changed significantly from last time. CLoSER

then reoptimizes the caching solution, which happens in the background. In this reoptimization process,

CLoSER tries to minimize the use of remote bandwidth: thus, if a cache needs to obtain a new video due

to this reoptimization, it preferentially gets it from another cache, and contacts the server only if the video
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is not stored in the local network. We observe (see Section 5) that the amount of bandwidth consumed

(both locally and remotely) is only a very small fraction of the total bandwidth consumed, implying that

this reoptimization process has very limited overhead.

4.3.1. Extensions and Limitations

While our system model described in Section 3 was kept simple for ease of exposition, our algorithm

and analysis generalizes easily (at least in theory) in several directions, some of which are outlined below.

Extending and evaluating CLoSER to these more general models/contexts is however left for future work.

First, note that in the objective function of (1), the delays d and D are independent of the video k.

In practice, as each video may be associated with different resolutions, bit-rates etc., these delays could

potentially depend on the video k. This could be easily incorporated into our framework. In this case, each

video k is associated with a local delay dk and remote delay Dk (assumed to be known or estimated a priori),

and we are seeking to maximize

∑
k

πk

[
dk

∑
i

xi,k + (Dk − dk)
∑
i

max
i′

xi′,k

]

subject to the same constraints as before, given by (2)-(3). To accommodate this generalization, the only

change needed in Algorithms 1 and 2 is a modification to the “popularity ratio test” condition: πk2
/πk1

>

dk1/(NDk2 − (N − 1)dk2) (Algorithm 1) and wk2/wk1 > dk1/(NDk2 − (N − 1)dk2) (Algorithm 2). It is easy

to verify that all the proofs work out as is with this change, and Theorems 1 and 2 still hold, irrespective of

whether the delays dk, Dk depend on the video size sk or not.

Second, the above generalization is also important in extending our model and solution to ABR video

[31, 32]. In ABR streaming, supported by DASH [35], since video is coded at multiple quality levels, caching

of a video may also need to be done at multiple levels. Given that quality fluctuations have a very detrimental

effect on the user-perceived QoE [6], it is desirable that the initial part of the video is cached at all the levels

at which the users are likely request it. This can be done by considering each quality level as a different

video k in our system model, with its corresponding πk, sk, dk and Dk values. Accommodating multiple

(quality) representations of a video in the cache will obviously require larger cache sizes to attain the same

performance as the non-ABR case. The extension of CLoSER to ABR settings is evaluated in Section 5.7.

Third, in applying our solution to multiview or 360◦ videos (which are typically coded in units of tiles)

[33], the natural question that arises is at what granularity the video should be cached: tiles or views. We

believe that videos should be cached in terms of views – each of which corresponds to a collection of tiles

– with which the popularity indices are directly associated with. While caching in units of tiles can allow

space savings by considering the overlaps between views, missing tiles create a very undesirable viewing

experience. In other words, views must be streamed to the user with the full set of spatial tiles constituting
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the view, which justifies using views as the unit of caching for multiview videos.

Finally, it may be worth clarifying that CLoSER only targets minimizing the playout delay, which is only

one of the metrics impacting the overall viewing experience (QoE) of the user. Maximizing QoE over the

entire video streaming period is an orthogonal problem that requires different optimization formulations and

techniques. In the context of ABR video, for example, the QoE over the entire duration of the video requires

a broader range of strategies involving pre-fetching of video content and dynamic adaptation of video quality.

Further, it requires consideration of the tradeoffs between the different QoE metrics such as average quality

levels versus degree of quality level fluctuations [6]. Caching can still be very effective in improving quality

over the entire streaming period, by allowing more proactive buffering of video content (while the video is

being streamed) to improve overall video quality level, reduce the frequency or amplitude of quality level

fluctuations. This may require dynamic monitoring (predicting) of the available network bandwidth, and

involve proactive requesting of the quality layers depending on the available cache space and the predicted

network bandwidth, among other parameters.

5. Performance Evaluation

Simulations using real video request data traces from YouTube [44] and Netflix [45] were conducted to

evaluate CLoSER’s performance. The nature of the results between the two traces were mostly similar. In

some cases, we present the results for both datasets to illustrate any differences between the performances

of the two datasets; in other cases, as approriate, results are presented for only one of the datasets.

5.1. Datasets

Netflix Dataset: The publicly available Netflix Prize dataset [45] is a trace of about 15.5 million video

requests from a database of 17770 videos. These traces were collected between the years 1999 to 2005. From

the dataset, the request pattern for the most popular 3000 videos is extracted and used in simulations. The

video size information is not provided in the dataset; further, the Netflix videos are expected to be large

and not all of it needs to be cached in an SBS for smooth streaming. Hence, to attain the goal of CLoSER

(minimizing the playout delay only) only the initial part of the video is cached, which we assume to be

uniformly distributed between 10 MB and 20 MB. At current full-HD quality (1080p) Netflix video data

rates of about 50 MB per min [46], this corresponds to caching the initial 12–24 secs of video playing time.

YouTube Dataset: The publicly available YouTube video request dataset [44] contains view statistics and

metadata of 1 million YouTube videos collected in 2013. We consider the top 1420 videos from this YouTube

dataset, as the popularity values beyond that is too low for the video to be cached. The YouTube dataset is

quite large, and to reduce simulation time we downsample the number of views by 50:1, which generates a

total of 8.9 million requests. Thus 50 consecutive views of a video in the original data trace are represented
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Figure 3: Probability distribution of YouTube and Netflix
datasets (semi-log scale).

Figure 4: Correlation coefficient distribution of YouTube and
Netflix datasets (semi-log scale).

by 1 video request in our trace, whose request time is set to the average of the requesting times of the 50

videos in the original trace that it represents. Note that this downsampling does not significantly change

the statistics or the temporal characteristics of the distribution. The downsampling creates a trace that is

of the same order (in terms of size) to the Netflix dataset discussed earlier. The YouTube dataset does not

provide the size of the videos, but records the watch times. These watch times are fairly small – with an

average 2.4 minutes and maximum of 13 minutes. Therefore, we set the part of each video to be cached to

be the average watch time of the video, and the actual size is calculated assuming a 20 MB per min data

rate, which roughly corresponds to the current HD quality (720p) data rates of YouTube videos [47].

While we have experimented with different values (ratios) of playout delays d and D, the results presented

in this paper are mostly for d = 500 milliseconds (ms), remote delay D = 5 seconds (s). At Netflix HD

quality video bit rates of 50 MB per min, for example, this may allow up to 7.5 secs of video playout buffering.

However, when the time in between requesting the video and starting to receive it (which is a function of

the generally unknown processing and propagation delays in the local or remote network) is considered, this

playout buffering time would reduce by a few secs, but would still be reasonable.

Figure 3 shows the probability of occurrence (i.e., popularity values) for the top 275 videos in the YouTube

and Netflix datasets, sorted in the decreasing order of these popularity values. We observe that compared

to Netflix, the popularity distribution of YouTube videos is more skewed, i.e., YouTube has a few videos

that are very popular, while the rest have low popularity. This maybe partly due to the more “viral” nature

of a small fraction of the YouTube videos, and the fact that the YouTube data trace was collected over a

shorter period of time. Further, to understand the differences between the two datasets in terms of temporal

correlation, we calculated the correlation coefficient for each video k in the trace, measured as the probability

of requesting video k again immediately after it has been requested. The correlation coefficient for the top

1050 videos (in the decreasing order of the correlation coefficient) in the Netflix and YouTube datasets are

shown in Figure 4. As expected, the correlation coefficients for the top few Youtube videos are quite high,
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Figure 5: Avg. Playout Delay vs Cache Size per SBS (YouTube). Figure 6: Avg. Playout Delay vs No. of SBSs (YouTube).

indicating that they are requested repeatedly quite a few times before another video is requested. For Netflix

videos, the correlation coefficient is more uniformly distributed, implying that the video requests are more

randomized compared to the YouTube trace.

5.2. Comparison with the Integral Optimal Solution

We first compare CLoSER with the optimal solution (OPT), where OPT is calculated by solving MPEC

(as defined by (1)-(3)) exactly. Due to the integrality constraints, solving OPT is computationally intensive;

therefore, this comparison study is limited to the 20 highest-popularity videos in the dataset. Figure 5 shows

the average delay by varying cache size for each SBS from 50 MB to 250 MB with a fixed number of SBSs,

N = 4 for the YouTube dataset. For the same dataset, Figure 6 shows the average delay by varying the

number of SBSs from 2 to 8 when the size of each cache is fixed at 300 MB.

We can observe from Figure 5 that CLoSER closely approximates OPT in average playout delay at all

cache size values. Note that when the cache space is very small, very few videos can be accommodated

in the cache, and neither CLoSER nor OPT performs very well. On the other hand, for sufficiently large

cache spaces, the entire video set can be stored in each cache (or at least in the local network), and both

approaches perform very well. This explains why the performance of CLoSER and OPT are close towards

these two extremes. From Figure 6, the average delays under CLoSER and OPT tend to get closer with

increase in number of SBSs, as we intuitively expect as well. From Figures 5 and 6, it can be observed that

even in the worst case (within the range of the settings simulated), the average playout delay under CLoSER

is well within a factor of 2 of that of OPT. The figure shows that even with a modest cache size of 300

MB per SBS, the benefits of local sharing taper off around N = 8 SBSs (caches). Since the range of a 5G

base station is expected to be in the range between 50m and 500m (depending on the exact frequency and
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technology used) [48], this could amount to local sharing among SBSs that span an academic or residential

area to an entire small university campus.

We next report the performance results of the online implementation of CLoSER in terms of (i) average

fetched bytes and (ii) average playout delay. The average fetched bytes, which represent the total amount of

bytes used by CLoSER in the local or remote network to serve a video request on an average, consist of two

parts: (a) Delivery bytes: The bytes actually fetched from the remote server, or from another cache (SBS)

in the local network, at the time of serving a video request; (b) Reoptimization (Reopt) bytes: The bytes

transferred over the local network or over the link to the remote server(s) during the reoptimization process

under CLoSER, which happens periodically (end of each time window of length W ).

5.3. Delivery-vs-Remote Bytes and Local-vs-Remote Bytes

Next we present the performance results of CLoSER characterized by the delivery versus reoptimization

bytes, each further sub-divided based on whether the bytes were fetched locally (from another SBS cache)

or from the remote server. Note that a higher Delivery-to-Reopt bytes ratio and a higher Local-to-Remote

bytes ratio would imply better performance.

Figures 7, 8, and Tables 1, 2 provide the values of average delivery and reoptimization bytes per request

for both YouTube and Netflix traces with α = 0.4 and W = 30,000. The figures show the changes in average

bytes with the progression of window numbers, while the Tables provide the average values over the whole

window numbers. The fetched bytes are differentiated based on whether they were fetched over the local

network (i.e., from another SBS cache) or from the remote server. We assume a cold start, i.e., the caches do

not have any videos cached initially. As expected, as the window number progresses, some of the requested

videos get cached, and popularity (πk) estimates improve, which results in a drop in remote delivery bytes.

Simultaneously, the local delivery bytes increases, as most of the requested videos are fetched from a cache

in the local network (instead of being fetched from the server). The average delivery bytes (both Local and

Remote) for both datasets supports the observation, i.e., averaging over the entire trace duration, the local

delivery bytes dominates the remote delivery bytes.

From the tables we observe that Netflix trace yields better results in terms of Remote-to-Total bytes

fetched when compared to the YouTube trace. The reason behind is that we observed the local delivery

bytes for YouTube trace to increase slowly until the end of the simulation period. This is due to the fact

that the YouTube trace is too short to attain a steady state in that period. Generally, YouTube videos are

posted with a much higher frequency and new videos are posted all the time. This implies that it may take

the system much longer to reach a steady state, or a steady state may not be reached at all. This is unlike

our results for Netflix data trace, where the requests come with less temporal correlation and sudden surges

in request pattern is less likely, thus allowing a steady state to be reached more quickly.
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Figure 7: Average Delay Bytes per Request. Figure 8: Average Reoptimization Bytes per Request.

Local Remote Remote/Total (%)
Avg. Delivery Bytes (MB) 3.9 2.99 43.4
Avg. Reopt Bytes (MB) 0.0164 0.02 54.9
Reopt Bytes/Total (%) 0.42 0.66

Table 1: Avg. Delivery and Reopt Bytes (YouTube)

Local Remote Remote/Total (%)
Avg. Delivery Bytes (MB) 6.72 1.72 20.4
Avg. Reopt Bytes (MB) 0.0162 0.0062 27.7
Reopt Bytes/Total (%) 0.24 0.36

Table 2: Avg. Delivery and Reopt Bytes (Netflix)

The reopt bytes shows similar trend as the delivery bytes. Over the time it tends to saturate for Netflix

but not saturating for YouTube. It is important to note that the reopt bytes are two orders of magnitude

smaller than the delivery bytes, which implies that the overhead of this reoptimization process is negligible.

In other words, almost all of the fetched bytes are utilized directly in serving the video requests. This is

certainly a desirable feature and implies that the reoptimization process that is carried out in the background

consumes very little additional bandwidth (both local and remote), even though it is important for adapting

the solution to changes in the video popularity.

5.4. Effect of Reoptimization Window and Temporal Correlation

This section investigates the effect of the window length parameter W , i.e., the number of requests after

which the video popularity estimates are recalculated, and the cache contents are reoptimized. From (4), we

note that reducing α has an effect similar to that of increasing W . Our experiments seemed to indicate that

varying W (for a fixed α) provides greater control (on delay and bandwidth consumed) over varying α (for

a fixed W ). Therefore, in the results shown below, we fix α = 0.4, and vary the window length W . Note
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Figure 9: Fetched Bytes - Remote for different ρ (Youtube). Figure 10: Fetched Bytes - Remote for different ρ (Netflix).

Figure 11: Fetched Bytes - Local for different ρ (Youtube). Figure 12: Fetched Bytes - Local for different ρ (Netflix).

Figure 13: Average Playout Delay for different ρ (Youtube). Figure 14: Average Playout Delay for different ρ (Netflix).

that the window length is measured in terms of the total number of requests (across all SBSs), although it

could be equivalently represented in terms of per-SBS requests, or in time units as well.

We expect that the best caching performance will be attained at an intermediate range of values of W .

When the window size W is very small, then the estimated πk values do not reflect the true popularity

values of the videos; therefore, the caching performance is expected to improve with increasing W . On the

other hand, when the window size is very large, any dynamic change in the true popularity values is not

immediately reflected in the estimated πk values. In practice, the right window length W can be determined

by analysis of the timescale at which the video popularities change.

Note that the results so far are for two specific traces (YouTube and Netflix), so there is limited room

to experiment with other request patterns. Caching performance can be affected by the degree of temporal
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correlation in the request patterns, and we expect that the choice of the estimation (reoptimization) window

can have a significant impact on this performance as well. Towards that end, we generate traces with the

same marginal distribution as the Netflix and YouTube video traces, but with different levels of temporal

correlation in the request pattern, parameterized by ρ (correlation parameter) defined similarly to the corre-

lation parameter utilized in Figure 4. More specifically, with probability ρ, a request generated is for the same

video that was requested last, and with the probability (1− ρ), the requested video is chosen randomly from

all K videos according to their marginal distributions. Thus ρ = 0 corresponds to i.i.d. request generation,

and the degree of temporal correlation increases with ρ ∈ [0, 1). Figures 9-14 show our performance metrics

(remote and local fetched bytes, and average delay) for three different values of ρ, namely ρ = 0, 0.9, 0.99

for a wide range of the window size parameter, W , from 1000 requests to 5 million (around 30% and 50%

of the trace size of Netflix and YouTube traces, respectively). We assume that the cache is first populated

only at the end of the first window since that is when the first estimate of the popularities πk is obtained.

Therefore the case of W = 5 million corresponds to the case where the caching is used only a few times (3

times for Netflix and once for YouYube) and therefore provides the worst performance. We observe that, as

expected, the performance in terms of the average delay and remote fetched bytes per request is optimized

at intermediate values of W , across all three values of the correlation parameter ρ. Further, the range over

which W provides a near-optimal performance is quite wide (about 100,000 to 1,000,000 in this case). While

these values seem large, note that these are aggregated over about 1400-3000 videos, so only about 33-714

requests per video on an average, which seems reasonable for obtaining good estimates of the popularity val-

ues πk. The performance of CLoSER seems to worsen slightly with increasing correlation measure ρ. While

this may seem counter-intuitive, one likely explanation is that while CLoSER relies on good estimates on the

popularity distribution πk, such stable estimates become more difficult to obtain with increasing temporal

correlation. This effect may slightly offset the obvious caching benefits obtained from higher temporal corre-

lation in video requests, resulting in slight degradation in performance with increasing temporal correlation

in the video request pattern, as we observe here. However, we observe that the performance measures do

not vary drastically with the change in ρ. This seems to imply that the performance of CLoSER is robust

to changes in the temporal correlation of the video request pattern, and there is a large range of window

length values for which the performance will be nearly optimal irrespective of the video request pattern. The

results for YouTube and Netflix may not be directly comparable because of the different distributions of the

video sizes (discussed in Section 5.1), which may impact the exact values of fetched bytes and playout delays

observed in the two cases, in addition to the differences in their marginal distributions as well as temporal

characteristics. However, the broad trends observed for these two traces are quite similar.
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Figure 15: Comparing CLoSER with other caching methods
(Youtube).

Figure 16: Comparing CLoSER with other caching methods
(Netflix).

5.5. Comparison with Other Caching Methods

In this section we compare the performance of CLoSER with two other popularly used caching algorithms,

Least Recently Used (LRU) and Least Frequently Used (LFU), extended to include local video sharing

between the SBSs. In this extended version of LRU (LFU) that we compare CLoSER with, each cache

implements LRU (LFU) individually, but preferentially obtains a requested video (that is not stored at

the cache itself) from one of the other local SBS caches, before requesting from the remote server. For

fairness when comparing with CLoSER which estimates the video popularity values after a window size W ,

we implement a windowed version of LRU and LFU. For LFU, it means that the popularity estimates are

updated (in the same way as done in CLoSER) – and the cache content reoptimized according to the updated

popularity values – after each window. For LRU, popularity estimates are not needed; however, the recency

lists are updated after each window based on which the content is reoptimized. Also, to quantify the benefits

of local sharing, we compare CLoSER with a version that does not include local sharing, i.e., Algorithm 2 is

run with Phase I (Greedy Filling) alone. Tables 3, 4 and Figures 15, 16 show the comparative performance

results. For CLoSER, we use W = 30, 000 and α = 0.4, as before.

From Tables 3 and 4, we see that compared to LRU and LFU, CLoSER saves significantly in terms

of remote bandwidth. While these savings come at the cost of increased local network bandwidth use,

this is what we desire – since remote bandwidth is expected to be more costly (limited) compared to local

bandwidth. Figures 15 and 16 show that CLoSER provides considerable improvement in video playout delay

compared to LRU and LFU, when all the algorithms have a “cold start”. Furthermore, the average playout

delay under CLoSER reduces quickly after start, and reaches a somewhat steady value much sooner than the

other algorithms. For the YouTube trace in particular, none of the other algorithms reach a steady state by

the end of the trace. This implies that the other algorithms are not able to effectively adapt to changes in
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Table 3: Comparison in fetched bytes with other caching methods (YouTube).

Caching Method
Fetched Bytes Per Request

Remote/Total (%)
Local Remote Total

CLoSER 5.5 MB 2.8 MB 8.3 MB 34
LFU (with local sharing) 0.1 MB 8.3 MB 8.4 MB 99
LRU (with local sharing) 2.6 MB 16 MB 18.6 MB 86
CLoSER (no local sharing) 0 8.5 MB 8.5 MB 100

Table 4: Comparison in fetched bytes with other caching methods (Netflix).

Caching Method
Fetched Bytes Per Request

Remote/Total (%)
Local Remote Total

CLoSER 7.6 MB 1.8 MB 9.4 MB 19
LFU (with local sharing) 0.1 MB 6.3 MB 6.4 MB 98
LRU (with local sharing) 2.5 MB 5.9 MB 8.4 MB 70
CLoSER (no local sharing) 0 6.3 MB 6.3 MB 100

the video popularities as time progresses. Also note that CLoSER with no local sharing performs very close

to LFU. Over time, the video popularity estimates converge to their long-term rates, and in CLoSER with

no sharing (which only implements Phase I of the algorithm), all caches end up caching the same videos

according to their weights wk = πk/sk. In LFU as well, all the caches end up caching the same videos;

although these are according to the πk values, that does not result in a significant difference in terms of

overall performance since the variation in the sk values in our traces is not that large. While our LFU

implementation supports sharing, the benefits of that are negated as all the SBSs (caches) store the same

videos. So LFU ends up performing very close to CLoSER with no local sharing.

5.6. Effect of local vs remote network bandwidths

In the results shown so far, we have implicitly assumed a local network bandwidth of 100 Mbps and a

remote network bandwidth of 10 Mbps. These are conservative estimates, given the emerging standards on

link layer technologies. It is worth noting, however, that the performance benefits of CLoSER depend on

the D/d ratios; or in other words, the ratio between the local and remote network bandwidths. While both

of these are expected to grow in the near future, local network bandwidths (which is estimated to be close

to 1 Tbps with 6G [49]) will likely outgrow core Internet bandwidths. This would make the D/d values

larger than what we have today, implying further benefits of local sharing. To demonstrate this for the

Netflix dataset (the YouTube results were similar, and omitted for brevity), in Figures 17 and 18, we plot

our performance metrics against increasing D/d values by keeping D fixed at 5 secs, and decreasing d from

2.5 secs to 0.05 secs. These correspond to D/d ratios (or equivalently, the ratios of the local and remote

network bandwidths) of 2 to 100. From Figure 17, we see that the remote bytes fetched per request under

CLoSER steadily decreases with reducing d values (i.e., increasing D/d ratio), trading it off for increased

local bytes fetched per request. The growth in these local bytes per request is however sublinear in 1/d,
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Figure 17: Fetched Bytes for different d values (D = 5s) Figure 18: Playout Delay for different d values (D= 5s)

which implies that the local network bandwidth used by CLoSER decreases relative to the local network

bandwidth available as the local network becomes faster relative to the remote network. This is shown by

the curve representing the fetching time of local bytes, which decreases monotonically as D/d increases.

In Figure 17, we see that CLoSER (and to some extent, LRU) is able to effectively utilize increased local

network speeds to reduce the playout delay; but CLoSER performs considerably better than LRU in this

aspect. As expected, with no collaboration between caches, CLoSER is not able to avail of the reduction

in d values, and as D is kept constant at 5 secs, the average playout delay under CLoSER with no local

sharing remains flat. LFU performs similarly to CLoSER with no local sharing, for reasons discussed earlier

in Section 5.5.

5.7. Extension to multiple quality levels

In our study, we have so far assumed a fixed quality for each video, and the video size and delay numbers

used in our evaluations corresponded to 1080p resolution videos for Netflix and 720p resolution videos for

YouTube, as explained in Section 5.1. Current video streaming practices heavily use ABR, where each video

is coded and stored at different quality levels, only one of which is chosen to be streamed to the user at any

time. The choice of the quality level to stream to the user is determined based on the viewing application,

user device capability, network speed etc., and may be dynamically adapted based on variation in network

bandwidth [31, 32]. Since the impact of quality level fluctuations can be quite detrimental to the viewing

experience [6], it is desirable that the video is cached at all the quality levels – or at least the quality levels

that have a high probability of being requested. The CloSER model and algorithms can be easily modified

to accommodate this extension to ABR streaming: by treating each quality level as a different video k in

our system model, with its corresponding πk, sk, dk and Dk values. The generalization of the “popularity

ratio test” condition, as described in Section 4.3.1, extends Algorithms 1 and 2 to this ABR scenario.

Extended to the multi-quality or ABR setting, we expect the general nature of the performance results for

CLoSER to remain the same as described earlier in our evaluation of non-ABR scenarios. However, caching
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Figure 19: Playout Delay for ABR vs non-ABR (YouTube). Figure 20: Playout Delay for ABR vs non-ABR (Netflix).

Figure 21: Fetched Bytes for ABR vs non-ABR (YouTube). Figure 22: Fetched Bytes for ABR vs non-ABR (Netflix).

multiple (quality) representations of a video will require larger cache sizes to attain the same performance as

the single-quality (non-ABR) case. We compare the ABR vs non-ABR scenarios in this section, by comparing

the performance metrics (playout delay, and remote and local fetched bytes) for different values of cache

sizes. The non-ABR case is simulated by assuming all videos (for both YouTube and Netflix) are requested

at HD quality (1080p), while the ABR case assumes that each video is requested according to the following

distribution, based on 2022 estimates [5]: SD quality (480p) for 21% of the videos, HD quality (1080p) for

57% of the videos, and UHD quality (4K) for the rest. The amount of video to be buffered are calculated as

(for both YouTube and Netflix) [46, 47]: 0.5 GB per hour (8.33 MB per min) for SD quality (480p), 3 GB

per hour (50 MB per min) for HD quality (1080p), and 7 GB per hour (116 MB per min) for UHD quality

(4K). The rest of the parameters are consistent with those described in Section 5.1. In particular, the remote

and local delays are calculated assuming 7.5 secs of video playout buffering at the above rates.

Figures 19-22 illustrate the performance of the ABR case vs the non-ABR case as the cache size for each

of the 4 caches (SBSes) are increased from the default value (2GB) to multiples of it (indicated by the ‘Cache

Size Scaling Factor’). Thus the non-ABR case with a Cache Size Scaling Factor of 1 represents the baseline

which is used in most of our prior simulations. We see that in terms of the key performance metrics, namely,
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the playout delay and remote fetched bytes, the ABR results are consistently worse than the non-ABR case

at all cache sizes. This is expected however, and is due to two factors. The primary factor is that in the

ABR case, each video must be replicated and cached at multiple quality levels; therefore attaining the same

cache hit rate requires more cache space compared to the non-ABR case. The secondary factor is that the

video sizes averaged over the the three quality levels (SD, HD and UHD) is slightly larger than that for HD

quality, implying longer buffering time and therefore longer playout delays. It is important to note however

that both YouTube and Netflix traces, the average playout delay and the remote fetched bytes for ABR case

reach the baseline levels when the cache size is about 10 times that of the non-ABR case. This implies the

ABR performance is expected to match the non-ABR performance when the cache space is larger, about

20GB per cache (a 10x factor), which is still quite small.

Finally, note that the YouTube results are consistently worse than Netflix in terms of absolute values.

This is consistent with our earlier observations (in Sections 5.3 and 5.5), and can be explained as follows.

Note that as before, about 12-24 secs of initial part of a Netflix video (uniformly distributed) at each quality

level is cached, while the entire watch time of YouTube video (2.4 mins on average) is cached. The YouTube

trace has fewer videos with high popularity and has a higher degree of temporal correlation in its access

pattern (as explained Section 5.1) which favors improved caching perfrmance; however, it does not fully

compensate for the longer size of the videos being cached. As mentioned in Section 5.4, the results for the

two traces may not be directly comparable with each other due to different distributions of the video sizes

being cached. It is important to note however that the results for the two traces follow the same trends.

Furthermore, in both traces, a cache size scaling factor of 10x seems sufficient for the ABR case to match

the performance of the non-ABR case.

6. Concluding Remarks

In this work, we considered the problem of caching and sharing of videos across a set of local small-

cell base stations (SBSs), with the goal of minimizing video playout delay and reducing remote server

bandwidth. Despite the integrality constraints – and non-convexity of the problem even when the integrality

constraints are relaxed – we provide an algorithm (CLoSER) that yields a close-to-optimal solution and

is computationally efficient. CLoSER is also implementable in a distributed manner with very limited

messaging between the SBSs, and without any explicit coordination between them. Our simulations that

utilized YouTube and Netflix video request traces show that an online implementation of CLoSER is able to

reduce remote bandwidth usage significantly through local sharing of videos among the SBSs. Comparison

with extended versions of LRU and LFU (that include local sharing) show that CLoSER not only results in

significantly lower delay, but also quickly learns and adapts to changing video popularity values to maintain

low average playout delays from a cold start. Our results also showed that there are some intermediate
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window size (cache reoptimization period) values in which the average delay and bandwidth usage results

are relatively insensitive to the degree of temporal correlation in the video. This range of window sizes is

still large enough such that the overall bandwidth utilized in reoptimization is small. Our simulations also

established that CLoSER is able to take advantage of the increasing local-to-remote bandwidth ratio (as

expected in the future) to reduce the playout delay further, unlike the other benchmark algorithms. Finally,

we show how CLoSER can be extended to ABR streaming in which each video must be coded and cached

at multiple qualities (bit-rates). This naturally results in reduced performance due to proliferation in the

number of video versions that must be cached; nevertheless, our results show that in the ABR case the cache

size needs to be scaled up adequately to match the performance of the non-ABR case.

Note that CLoSER narrowly focuses on minimizing the video playout delay, and avoids the broader

question of optimizing QoE (which depends on metrics beyond playout delay [6]) over the entire duration

for which the video is streamed. For short videos, however, playout delay can be the dominant factor in

determining the QoE. Recent studies point out the increasing popularity of shorter videos (typically less

than a minute) and increasing video browsing by users, driven by factors such as reduced attention spans

of users and video marketing [2, 3, 4]. Minimizing playout latency is particularly important for such short

videos. For longer videos, the streaming experience may depend more critically on other QoE metrics such

as quality level fluctuations [6]. Collaborative caching over a fast local network can conceivably be used in

smart ways to improve other QoE metrics as well; however, generalization of the CLoSER system model and

solution approach for broader QoE optimization of longer videos remains open for future work.

The playout delays observed in the our evaluation results are generally small, mostly under 10 secs.

However, it is worth noting that this is a result of the fact that we are consider 720p and 1080p quality

videos for most of our study, and about 7.5 secs of video playout buffering. Compared to 1080p, these

delays may increase roughly by factor of 2 for 4K video, and a factor of 4 for 8K video [47], even if the

cache sizes are scaled up proportionally to accommodate the higher resolutions. We have seen this impact

in Section 5.7 which considers an ABR traffic mix consisting of SD, HD and UHD quality videos. This will

make the playout delays quite comparable to the actual playing time of short videos (usually less than a

minute in duration, as discussed above), emphasizing further the importance of reducing the playout delay

using caching as video bit-rates keep increasing in the future.

Our study on ABR ignores complex interactions between rate adaptation and caching that might exist,

particularly in streaming of longer videos. For example, a user seeing a fast download of the initial part of

the video (from a local cache) might be tempted to request a higher quality video which may need to be

requested from the remote server thereby slowing down the streaming. Our ABR caching model assumes

that users will request the initial quality based on preference, application or device capability, and is agnostic

to further rate adaptation that might occur later in time, which this initial choice could possibly impact.
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Furthermore, quality of the video requested by the user could also be impacted by the cache content (if

made known to the user): a user may request a video at a lower quality (than what it ideally desires) if

it expects a substantially shorter playout time due to the lower quality version being available in the local

cache. Consideration of these factors would however require developing new models that capture user request

and rate-adaptation behavior, and use of different analysis methods than those utilized in this paper. These

could be interesting directions for future work.

Finally, note that in this work, we have not considered any wireless channel constraints (transmission

scheduling or interference constraints) or any flexibility available in associating users to SBSs. While such

considerations would make the solution partly depend on the wireless access technology, this would be a

possible direction for future investigation.
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Appendix

Proof of Theorem 1

We first note that MPEC, as stated in (1)-(3) is a convex maximization (or concave minimization)

problem. Note that Phase I (Greedy Filling) maximizes the first term d
∑

k πk

∑
i xi,k. It is easy to observe

that each replacement (of video k1 by k2 inside the while loop) in Phase II (Compare and Replace) improves

the objective function in (1), which can be written as

∑
k

πk

[
d nk + N(D − d) min(nk, 1)

]
. (.1)

We now proceed to prove Theorem 1. In the following, we assume that all the πk values are distinct.

This does not result in any loss of generality: if two values πk, πk′ are equal, and our (pre-determined)

tie-breaking rule prefers k over k′, we can increase πk by a sufficiently small amount ϵ such that pik and

πk′ become distinct, and and yet the optimum solution under the new set of πk values remain the same as

before. Note that with distinct πk values, the optimum solution to MPEC is unique, just as it is under any

given tie-breaking rule.

We divide the set S>1 into two subsets: Sa
>1 and Sb

>1. The set S
a
>1 consists of videos in S>1 for which no

copies have been replaced by Phase II. The set Sb
>1 consists of videos in S>1 for which at least one copy have

been replaced in Phase II. Thus if nI
k denote the number of copies of video k populated (across all SBSs) by

Phase I, then Sa
>1 = {k ∈ S>1|nk = nI

k}, and Sb
>1 = {k ∈ S>1|nk < nI

k}. Note that since Phase II replaces

videos from S>1 sequentially from the largest index, Sb
>1 can can consist of most one video.

For the sake of contradiction, let us assume that CLoSER (Algorithm 1) does not compute an optimum

solution, i.e., the objective function value (1) is more in OPT than in the solution computed by CLoSER.

If we let n∗
k be the number of cached copies of video k in OPT, then there exists an index k′ such that

n∗
k′ > nk′ . Since

∑
k nk =

∑
k n

∗
k (all of the cache space is utilized by both CLoSER and OPT), there must

be a k′′ ̸= k′ such that n∗
k′′ < nk′′ .

We consider four cases separately, depending on whether k′ belongs to Sa
>1, S

b
>1, S1 or S0.

Case A: k′ ∈ Sa
>1: There must be a cache i which includes k′ under OPT but not under CLoSER. Since

k′ ∈ Sa
>1, it was not replaced in Phase II of CLoSER, so, all videos k in cache i′ must have πk > πk′ , else

k′ would have included in cache i in Phase I. Therefore, there must be a video k′′ < k which is included in

cache i by CLoSER but not by OPT. We can then improve OPT by replacing video k′ in cache i by k′′,

which contradicts that OPT is the optimum solution.

Case B: k′ ∈ Sb
>1: Again, there must be a cache i which includes k′ under OPT but not under CLoSER.

Then there must be a video k′′ which is included in cache i under CLoSER, but not under OPT. If k′′ ∈ Sa
>1,

πk′′ > πk′ Then k′′ must be in S1, Since at least one copy of k′ must have been replaced in Phase II, the
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last video in S1, say k′′′ must satisfy
πk′′′

πk′
>

d

ND − (N − 1)d
. (.2)

Since k′′ ≥ k′, πk′′
πk′

> d
ND−(N−1)d . Then replacing k′ in cache i by k′′ improves OPT, since it changes

the objective function in (.1) by −πk′d + πk′′d +N(D − d)πk′′ , which is greater than zero, from (.2). This

contradicts the fact that OPT is the optimum solution.

Case C: k′ ∈ S1: In this case, there must be multiple copies of k′ in the local network under OPT, since

there is exactly one copy of k′ in the local network under CLoSER. Consider the k′′ for which n∗
k′′ < nk′′ .

Consider cache i where k′ is included under OPT, but not k′′. If k′′ < k′, then replacing k′ by k′′ in cache i

changes the objective function in (.1) by at least −πk′d+ πk′′d, which is positive. If k′′ > k′, then note that

nk′′ ≤ 1; since n∗
k′′ < nk′′ , n∗

k′′ must be zero. Then replacing video k′ by k′′ in cache i changes the objective

function in (.1) in OPT by −πk′d + πk′′d + N(D − d)πk′′ . Note that k′′ is included in S1 under CLoSER,

hence must satisfy πk′′
πk1

> d
ND−(N−1)d , where k1 is the last video in S>1. Since πk′ < πk1

, it follows that

πk′′
πk′

> d
ND−(N−1)d , which in turn implies that the change −πk′d+ πk′′d+N(D− d)πk′′ is greater than zero.

This contradicts the fact that OPT is the optimum solution.

Case D: k′ ∈ S0: Again, we consider the k′′ for which n∗
k′′ < nk′′ . Consider cache i that includes k′ but not

k′′. Note that in this case, k′′ ∈ S>1 ∪ S1. We first consider the case k′′ ∈ S1. In this case, since nk′′ = 1,

n∗
k′′(< nk′′) must be zero. Then replacing k′ by k′′ in cache i changes the objective function (.1) in OPT by

at least πk′′(d+N(D − d))− πk′′(d+N(D − d)), which must be positive, since k′′ < k′. Now the consider

the case k′′ ∈ S>1. In this case, replacing k′ by k′′ in cache i changes the objective function (.1) in OPT

by at least −N(D − d)πk′ − πk′d+ πk′′d. Since k′ was not included under CLoSER, πk′
πk1

< d
ND−(N−1)d , for

all videos k1 ∈ S>1. Therefore, we have πk′
πk′′

< d
ND−(N−1)d , which implies that the change in (.1) due to

this replacement, −N(D − d)πk′ − πk′d + πk′′d, is positive. This argues that in both cases of k′′ ∈ S1 and

k′′ ∈ S>1, the objective function in (.1) under OPT improves by replacing k′ in cache i by k′′, contradicting

the fact that OPT is the optimum solution.

We arrive at a contradiction in all of the four cases A, B, C, and D, thus proving that Algorithm 1

computes the optimum solution to MPEC under unit video sizes. ■

Proof of Theorem 2

The proof of the result relies on two parts. In the first part, we show that the fractional solution computed

at the end of Phase II is an optimal solution to MPEC when (3) is relaxed. The essence of the argument

behind this claim is similar to that in the proof of Theorem 1, and therefore we will only provide a brief

outline of this part of the proof.

We then show that in Phase III, the rounding process and the dropping of fractional videos (needed to

satisfy integrality constraints (3)) only adds an O(ϵ) sub-optimality gap. Note that a naive rounding down
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of solution computed at the end of Phase II would result in a sub-optimality gap that grows as O(Kϵ), which

is undesirable as the number of videos (K) can be large.

Let us define zi,k = xi,ksk, ∀i,∀k. Then the MPEC problem in (1)-(3) can be rewritten as

∑
k

πk

sk

[
d
∑
i

zi,k + (D − d)
∑
i

max
i′

zi′,k

]
. (.3)

subject to
∑

k zi,k ≤ Ci, ∀i, zi,k ∈ {0, sk}, ∀i,∀k. (.4)

Note that this representation of the general MPEC is similar to the MPEC problem formation with unit

sizes, but with (i) wk = πk

sk
replacing the popularity values πk, (ii) zi,k being constrained to two values, 0

and sk, instead of 0 and 1.

Since zi,k ∈ {0, sk}, maxi zi,k = min(
∑

i zi,k, sk), so (.3) can be equivalently written as

∑
k

wk

[
d
∑
i

zi,k + N(D − d)min(
∑
i

zi,k, sk)

]
. (.5)

Now letting yk =
∑

i zi,k, from (.5) we have that maximizing (.3) is equivalent to maximizing

∑
k

wk

[
d yk + N(D − d) min(yk, sk)

]
. (.6)

We now proceed with the first part of the proof, to show that Phases I-II maximize (.5) (or equivalently

maximize (.6)) subject to (.4), but the integrality constraints being relaxed. Therefore, in this relaxed

problem, whose optimal objective function value must upper bound the maximum value of (.6)) subject to

(.4), the zi,k values can take any continuous value between 0 and sk; and therefore, yk can take continuous

values between 0 and Nsk. The line of reasoning behind this part of the proof is the same as that in the

proof of Theorem 1, but with yk replacing nk, and the sets S>1, S1 and S0 defined accordingly, as described

in Algorithm 2. The sets Sa
>1, S

b
>1 are also defined similarly. Thus if yIk denote the aggregate size of video

k populated (across all SBSs) by Phase I, then Sa
>1 = {k ∈ S>1|yk = yIk}, and Sb

>1 = {k ∈ S>1|yk < yIk}.

As in the proof of Theorem 1, we assume, without loss of generality, that the πk values are all distinct.

For the sake of contradiction, let us assume that CLoSER (Algorithm 2) does not compute an optimum

solution, i.e., the objective function value (.5) is more in OPT than in the solution computed by CLoSER. If

we let y∗k be the aggregate size of of video k cached in OPT, then there exists an index k′ such that y∗k′ > yk′ .

Then there must be a cache i such that the amount of video k stored under OPT in the cache (z∗i,k) is more

than that stored under CLoSER (zi,k). Since under fractional caching, no space is wasted, there must be

a k′′ ̸= k′ such that z∗i,k′′ < zi,k′′ . Again, we consider the four cases separately, depending on whether k′
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belongs to Sa
>1, S

b
>1, S1 or S0. For each case, the proof replaces an amount δ = min(z∗i,k − zi,k, zi,k′′ − z∗i,k′′)

of video k′ in cache i with video k′′, and shows that it improves the objective function value OPT, thereby

arriving at a contradiction. For each case, the argument is similar to the corresponding case (A, B, C and

D) in proof of Theorem 1, and therefore omitted for brevity.

Finally we analyze the rounding process in Phase III. Towards that, we analyze the change in the objective

function due to the dropping of the videos during the rounding phase. Let Si be the set of all videos included

in cache i (including fractional) in the solution at the end of Phase II, and zi,k be the corresponding video

sizes; note that zi,k could be fractional. Then the objective function value in (.5) at the end of Phase II,

denoted by F , is expressed as

F =
∑
i

∑
k∈Si

wk

[
d zi,k + (D − d) min(

∑
i

zi,k, sk)

]
. (.7)

Note that F can be written as F =
∑

i Fi where Fi =
∑

k∈Si wk

[
d zi,k + (D − d) min(

∑
i zi,k, sk)

]
.

Let Ŝi ⊆ Si be the set of videos in cache i after rounding (dropping) step in Phase III. Then the objective

function value in (.6) at the end of Phase III, denoted by F̂ , is expressed as

F̂ =
∑
i

∑
k∈Ŝi

wk

[
d zi,k + (D − d) min(

∑
i

zi,k, sk)

]
. (.8)

Note that all zi,k values for k ∈ Ŝi equal sk (integral videos). If we let F̂i =
∑

k∈Ŝi wk

[
d zi,k + (D −

d) min(
∑

i zi,k, sk)

]
, then F̂ =

∑
i F̂i.

Now to understand the difference between sets ∪iS
i and ∪iŜ

i, let us list the videos that can be dropped

in Phase III. The videos that dropped in Phase III can be grouped into four categories:

Group A: k′ ∈ Sa
>1: Note that at the end of Phase I, at most one video in any cache i (the last one to

be included in the cache by the greedy filling step) may be fractional. This, if still present at the end of

Phase II, could be dropped at the beginning of Phase III. Thus at most one video from the set Sa
>1 could

be dropped from each cache.

Group B: k′ ∈ Sb
>1: Since Phase II compares and replaces videos one at a time from S>1, there is at most

one video in this group, over the entire system of caches.

Group C: k′ ∈ S1: The space reallocation for videos in S1, carried our Phase III, will drop at most one video

per cache (i.e., the video that gets truncated as the cache is being filled).

Group D: k′ ∈ S0: Again, since the compare and replace policy considers one video in S0 at a time, there

will be at most one fractional video in S0 in the fractional solution at the end of Phase II. Therefore, there

is at most one video in this group, over the entire system of caches.
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Next we claim that in any cache i, at most one video from Group A and Group C categories can get

dropped, i.e, two videos - one belonging to Group A and another belonging to Group C - would not be

dropped from the same cache i. To see this, note that if k′ ∈ Sa
>1 gets dropped from cache i, none of the

videos in cache i were replaced in Phase II. Therefore, a video belonging to Group C cannot be dropped

from the cache. Now consider any cache i. Let us first assume that a video in Group A gets dropped from

the cache in Phase III. From (.7) and (.8), we see that the difference in the objective function due to this

drop, given by ∆Fi = Fi − F̂i, satisfies

∆Fi = wk′zi,k′ + (D − d) wk′ min(
∑
i

zi,k′ , sk)

≤ dwk′sk′ + (D − d)wk′sk′

≤ Dwk′smax, (.9)

where smax = maxk sk. Note that Ŝi only contains integral videos, and their weights wk ≥ wk′ (since the

lowest weight video gets dropped). Therefore,

F̂i =
∑
k∈Ŝi

wk

[
d zi,k + (D − d) min(

∑
i

zi,k, sk)

]

≥ wk′

∑
k∈Ŝi

[
d zi,k + (D − d) zi,k

]
≥ Dwk′

∑
k∈Ŝi

zi,k

≥ Dwk′(Ci − smax). (.10)

The last inequality in (.10) follows from the fact that the entire cache is filled up at the end of Phase II, and

dropping the video k′ only reduces that by smax. Next lets assume that the video k′ that gets dropped from

cache i belongs to Group C. Inequality (.12) holds in this case as well. Note that the video k′ has the lowest

weight among all videos in S1 included in the cache. Since the weight of any video in S1 is no greater than

the weight of any video in S>1, the video k′ has the lowest weight among all videos in S>1 and S1 included

in cache i. Therefore, (.10) holds in this case as well. Therefore, considering only the dropped videos in

Groups A and C, from (.12) and (.10), we have ∆Fi

Fi
≤ ∆Fi

Fi
≤ smax

Ci−smax
, and

∆F = F − F̂ =
∑
i

∆Fi

≤
∑
i

smax

Ci − smax
Fi

≤ smax

Cmin − smax
F, (.11)
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where Cmin = mini Ci. Now let us consider the effect of the dropping the videos in Group B and Group D.

Note that there is only one video in each of these groups (across all caches). For the video k′ in Group B,

since part of the video was replaced by a video k′′ in S1, we have wk′/wk′′ ≤ (N(D − d) + d)/d = ρ (say).

Since k′′ is the lowest weight video in S1, it follows that wk′/wk′′′ ≤ ρ holds for all videos k′′′ included in the

fractional solution in either S>1 or S1. For the video k′ in Group D, since the video has the lowest weight

among all videos included in the fractional solution, wk′ ≤ wk′′′ holds for all videos k′′′ included in the

fractional solution in either S>1 or S1. Therefore, ∆f , the change in the objective function due to dropping

of the videos in these two groups (B and D), can be bounded as (where C =
∑

i Ci):

∆f ≤ (ρ+ 1)smax

C − 2smax
F ≤ (ρ+ 1)smax

NCmin − 2smax
F. (.12)

Then, considering the drops of all the videos (a total of N +2 videos at most) from Groups A, B, C, D, and

letting ϵ = smax/Cmin, from (.11) and (.12), we have

∆f +∆F

F
≤ ϵ

1− ϵ
+

ρ+1
N ϵ

1− 2ϵ
N

. (.13)

For N = 1, Algorithm 2 concludes by running Phase I, followed by dropping of the last video, if fractional.

Therefore, Theorem 2 obviously holds. Therefore, lets consider N ≥ 2. Since N ≥ 2,

ρ+ 1 =
N(D − d) + d

d
+ 1 =

ND − (N − 2)d

d
≤ ND

d
. (.14)

From (.13), using (.14) and N ≥ 2, ∆f+∆F
F ≤ ϵ

1−ϵ +
D
d ϵ

1−ϵ =
(D

d +1)ϵ

1−ϵ . We make the reasonable assumption

that each cache is large enough to hold at least two videos. Therefore, Cmin ≥ 2smax, implying ϵ ≤ 1/2.

Then (Dd + 1)ϵ/(1− ϵ) ≤ 2(Dd + 1)ϵ, which is O(ϵ). The result follows. ■
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